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SUMMARY

LarcenyGrand

19-17234

Belle Terre and
Eastwood

Crash w
Injuries
Warrant
Service

19-17108

95 @ SR 100

19-17136

Prospect Ln.

Missing
personJuvenile
(recovered)
Baker Act

19-11866

Prospect Ln

FCSO noticed a juvenile male on an electric Trike travelling near the above
location. The male, S1 started pushing the trike off the sidewalk, toward
traffic. FCSOmade contact and the male had stolen the Tricycle from
2310A. Moody Blvd Bunnell. The male was arrested and the Trike turned
over to the owner.
Vehicle vs Bicyclist; trauma alert called, bicyclist flown to Halifax FHP
worked the crash.
Intel was obtained that S1, who has an active felony warrant, and was
entered as a missing/endangered person (FCSO case #19-11866) was
possibly located at this residence. S1 was located, sleeping in a bedroom
of the home, and taken into custody reference the active warrant.
Reference above, male was located and removed from NCIC as missing.

19-17120

FPCHS

Juvenile was taken into protective custody by SRD.

Baker Act

19-17186

FPCHS

Juvenile was taken into protective custody by SRD.

CPR

19-17202

Round Thorn Dr

Suspicious
Incident

19-17228

Palm Coast Pkwy
SW

Baker Act

19-17168

N Palmetto St
(BES)

57 YOA male was unresponsive and not breathing after choking on a
sandwich. AED attempted, but not advised. CPR compressions continued
until FCFR arrived and took over.
Victim stated she was walking on Palm Coast Pkwy and was approached by
a female stating she found a wallet with some cash in it. The unknown
female then told the victim she could help her invest her money. The
victim then got a ride to Bank of America, where she withdrew $1200.00
from her bank account. She then claimed she got a ride from the
unknown suspect to the Beall’s parking lot, where she handed the
$1200.00 to the unknown suspect and exited the car. The victim advised
when she exited the car, the female drove away. She described the
suspect as a B/F wearing all white, and a white hat. The car is described as
a “white car”.
Juvenile transported to HBS by Patrol.

